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Prelude
I would like to open this catalogue by thanking our fiercely loyal and ever expanding customer base. Without your trust, and feedback, 

we simply would not be where we are today. We would like you to know profits from your purchases over the years have been smartly 

re-invested in more local staff, larger facilities, R&D, and expanding our buying power & local manufacturing practices, all to design & 

manufacture the very best World Class Anchoring Systems, right here in Australia.

You will note many new items for the 2016 catalogue. Several ongoing projects, some dating back for 5 years or more, have come to fruition 

in the last 12 months. The GXC Deep Drop/ Downrigger/ Pot Puller combo is the first of its kind and something we are very proud to release. 

LSM Production Glass Works was established this year and we have now added High Quality hand laid bait boards with AU Made SS fittings 

to our range. Released in mid-2015, the feedback on our GX series has been nothing short of astounding, boasting excellent performance, 

an emergency manual release, and a newly redesigned motor utilizing AU made components eliminating water ingress due to installation 

errors. Our Elite Series, the World’s First & Only variable speed brushless drum style anchor winch is now available. According to our 

Commercial users who have put these refined units to the test over the last 18 months, they are game changers for high volume use. The 

reception of our MMX Anchors has been excellent, with the hoop free design allowing for anchor retrieval up to 170 degrees from the toe, 

these anchors have been applauded for fast setting and high holding power. The manufacturing of drum anchor winches & anchors, along 

with the CX series bow sprits mean we are the only company in the World outside of Asia, to manufacture, not just supply, all 3. We are 

pleased to announce we are a financial member of the BIA & Australian Made campaign lisc. # 7352. Closing out the 2015-2016 financial 

year has revealed a 30% increase in sales volume with 85% of sales by volume from Australian Manufactured Products. It is because of you, 

our customers, that we are Industry Leaders and I can promise our focus will not shift, we will continue to innovate and provide the best 

products & customer service available.

I hope you enjoy reading through this catalogue. We have attempted to cram as much useable information as possible between these pages. 

Please visit our website & don’t hesitate to contact us or your nearest LSM dealer for more information.

Kind Regards

Malki Ary

CEO Lone Star Marine
About us

LSM originally started as a supplier for the trailer boat market. After many years of innovation and growth, we have now expanded our 

operations to include designing & manufacturing Anchoring Systems for vessels to 80ft. LSM not only manufacture winches, we design drives 

and custom fittings, anchors and deck hardware in house. We proudly stand behind our products and offer the most hassle Free Warranty 

of any anchor winch supplier on the market with a 5 + Life Recreational Warranty on all winches anywhere in the World. A Warranty based 

in quality & longevity, not a cheap replacement cost.
manufacturing & qc

Bringing Concepts to reality requires strict Manufacturing and QC processes. We have found the only way to have our products 100% 

consistent and reliable is to have full control over the manufacturing and final assembly of parts. The components we do not manufacture, 

such as motor internals and GX transmissions, are supplied by industry leading manufacturers known Worldwide for Excellence. In some 

cases, such as your GX Series and Elite Series Motors, and Elite Series Gearboxes, many years are spent developing these parts. Ensuring 

a return on our investment and selling to our consumer with 100% confidence  means completing as much of the  manufacturing and 

assembly process as possible in house.

Warehouse 3 , 16 Malibu Circuit
Carrum Downs, 3201

Strictly By Appointment Only

phone: 03 8774 4582

www.lonestarmarine.com.au



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim 

veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse 

molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te 

feugait nulla facilisi.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim 

veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio 

dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim 

veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse
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Histroy of Innovation,
Pursuit of Excellence &

Commitment to Industry,
We are proud to have helped shape the Drum Anchor Winch Industry into what it is today. We are the first company to create 
purpose made waterproof drives, twin shaft bearing design as standard, heavier guage stainless construction, custom designed 
drive components, larger gear sets on common drum sizes, and the World’s First Brushless Variable speed electric drum anchor 
winch. We have also the first to have designed many original accessories such as the Wide Hawse Pipe, Chain Guard, Hawse Cover, 
and MMX Anchors. We are the first company to use heavier cast 316SS in hawse pipe construction over the bent pipe method, the 
first to manufacture custom machined and anodized gearbox flanges over standard brittle cast alloy, and the only manufacture in 
the western world to manufacture drum winches, bow sprits, and anchors all in house. In time we have had many of our original 
product and accessory designs emulated all over the globe. As the old saying goes, “often imitated, never duplicated!”

Our focus is on innovation & service. While no business can survive without a profit, we rely on sheer volume & streamlined 
distribution to supply better products that are still affordable. This catalogue features products built without compromise that are 
still affordable to most boat owners. We have not travelled down the road of trying to make things cheaper and save cost, in fact we 
have shifted in the opposite direction unabashedly sacrificing profit for reliability. For example, many companies are now using $4 
Chinese circuit breakers, smaller solenoids, waterproofing motors with silicon, using industrial grade drives or out sourcing more 
and more parts overseas. We have shifted in the opposite direction, using reliable USA made circuit protection, paying double for 
larger 400 amp solenoids over the industry standard 200 amp, machining & anodising gearbox & bearing collars at 10 x times the 
price of standard readily available cast aluminium, and employing all Australian labour and locally sourced materials. We have 
continued to conservatively rate our motors according to IEC spec. We use Italian Made transmissions with Marine Grade outputs 
in our GX series over the much cheaper Chinese offerings with mild steel outputs. We insist on higher quality silicon steel in our 
armature laminations, develop motors with larger magnets and brushes, use heavier SS plate than most other brands and finish 
our 316 stainless steel in the latest technology electro polishing (not electroplating) baths improving the corrosion resistance 5 times 
more than sending them out in 2B. Our drum shafts are the largest on the market per drum size and spools are quad welded. Our 
GX series motors are custom manufactured, feature Australian Made components, and boast an Ingress Protection rating of IP68. 
That’s as good as it gets and the only certified winch motor of its kind. It is for this reason we can proudly offer a Lifetime Warranty 
against Water Ingress on our winch motors.

We always have our end user in mind, and while we have no desire to play the “how cheap can it be made” game, we do work very 
hard to keep RRP as low as possible. Value for us is not supplying a “cheap product”, but rather supplying the best product at a price 
that is less than what it should be. Our focus is on making products that perform better and last longer, reducing the real cost of 
ownership over time.

LSM winch sizing
All LSM Winch Models are rated according to drum size.

Size 1- 200mm, Size 2- 250mm, Size 3- 300mm, Size 4- 350mm, Size 5- 420mm, Size 6- 550mm, Size 7- 750mm
Please see exact specs for each model on the respective series pages.

How to choose a Drum Winch? 
The best method of choosing a winch for your vessel is to corolate the desired amount and size of rode (rope and chain) for 
your needs and choose the appropriate sized model based on drum size and capacity.

How not to choose a winch
Motor size. One companies 500w motor is another companies 1500w motor. “Motor Size”, weather stated ‘’spec’’ or physical 
dimension alone is no indication of ultimate quality, pulling power, speed, efficiency, rating status, duty cycle, or ultimate 
longevity. Not all Winch Companies comply to IEC motor ratings to duty cycle. The ‘stated wattage’ may be to IEC spec, 
maximum input for a short amount of time, maximum output for a short amount of time, or a generally ficticious number.  
Regarding properly rated motors such as LSM, motor output is only relevant in relation to the drum diameter & gearing, not 
boat length. LSM winches are held to International Standards so you can rest assured our drives are conservatively rated. 
All LSM winch models use well oversized drives per drum diameter, more power than you’ll ever need & are purpose built to 
pull the heaviest possible rode per recc. boat size. 



Winch mounting options

Inside Anchor Well Mount with Deck Roller

Internal Mount with Hawse PipeDeck Mount

- A Winch of course!
-  Rope and Chain (Rode). LSM winches are available with a variety of Rode kit options in each 
model to suit yoru anchoring depths and boat size.

-  Hawse Pipes and Deck Rollers. Unless your winch is a deck mount, you will require a hawse 
pipe or deck roller to keep the rode off your foredeck and feed it into your anchor locker 
and onto the drum. We reccomend deck rollers when there is a hatch over the anchor locker 
which can be cut. We reccomend a hawse pipe(narrow for a long distacne and wide for a 
short distance) when there is no hatch lid or when customers prefer to place a hawse pipe in 
front of a hatch lid as opposed to cutting the hatch lid. Note: we do not reccomend placing 
hawse pipes on a hatch lid. 

- Bow Sprit holds the anchor in place on your foredeck.
-  Wiring Looms connect battery to switch gear and switch gear to the winch. We supply and 

reccomend tinned marine grade oxygen free 3 B&S or 25mm Sq. cable for all anchor winches. 
LSM wiring looms are a plug and play system and will save hours on installtion time.

-  Chain Guard is used to protect your vessel from bumps and scrapes and also to reduce 
the amount of noise made when dropping the anchor, to avoid scaring the fish away. Chain 
guard is not a neccessity but it is a very popular product.

-  Hawse Cover is excellent for rope & chain passing through a curved surface. in some instances 
the best mounting option will require the rope and chain to pass over a deck roller, through 
a curved surface on yoru vessel and onto the drum. IN instances where a hawse pipe cannot 
be used, we reccomend using a deck roller and hawse cover to improve asthetics and keep 
more water out of your boat.

-  Anchors. LSM have designed and supply two models of distinct and efficient anchors to cover 
most requirements and substrates. Choose the Hammer Claw as an excellent all rounder or 
the MMX if anchoring primarily in mud and soft bottom. 

What will I need for my vessel?
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accessories

The LSM Original Wide Hawse Pipe (Worlds 
First) allows for better coverage onto the 
drum when in close proximity to the top 
deck.
-  Ideal for applications where the winch is 

mounted close to the top deck
-  Allows even rope & chain distribution 

across the drum
- Keeps the rain out of your boat
- Use instead of a deck roller
- Comes with 8 pre-made mounting holes
- Includes Mounting hardware
- High Polish 316 SS Construction

CX Series Deck Rollers

135mm for winch sizes 1 & 2

195mm for winch sizes 3, 4 & 5

- Two adjustable height positions
- Curved roller for better line lay 
-  Roller extrudeed and machined in AU from 

high quality UV resistant HD
- 316 SS Frame and bolt
- Includes mounting hardware

Anchor swivels

High Quality polished 316 SS

- 850kg and 1350kg Sizes Available
- Includes Allen Key
- On placard for easy display

Wireless Remotes
For GX series and all other brushed motor 
winches

- Tinned Leads
-  Includes all necessary ring and spade 

terminals
- Installation in minutes
- 1 Year Warranty

Hawse Cover 
Use in conjunction with a deck roller on 
curved surfaces 
Dual sided smooth or textured finish
Includes Mounting hardware
HCB (black Oval) 
HCW (white Oval)

The LSM Round Hawse Pipe is for internal 
drum anchor winch installations to prevent 
the chain rubbing and damaging the foredeck. 
- Ideal for boats with no anchor well
-  Use when the  leading edge of the winch 

drum is more than 400mm from the top 
deck

- Keeps the rain out of your boat
- Use instead of a deck roller
- Comes with 8 pre-made mounting holes
- Includes Mounting hardware
- High Polish 316 SS Construction
-  Clever slightly oval (front to back) design on 

base for more forgiving installations
-  Reduces surface contact compared to 

other round style hawse pipes

Chain Guard

The Original Chain Guard by Lone Star 
Marine was developed in order to reduce 
the noise of chain going over the deck rollers 
and hawse pipes, as well as protect the boat 
from bumps and scrapes. This product is not 
fine fibre polyester like many copies.
-  Prevents scaring fish away by reducing 

noise
-  Prevents chain damage to your boat 
-  Long-lasting material (thicker and stiffer 

tight weave pattern)
- Comes in 8m, 10m and 12m lengths
- Suitable for 6mm or  8mm chain
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Solenoid

400 Amp reversing solenoids for any two 
pole motor

Circuit Breakers
MP Panel Mount Circuit Breakers
-  Available in 50, 70, 80, 100, 120, 150 amp w/ 

waterproof bezel.
- IP66 rated suited to any marine application.
- Made In the USA



gx series winches
World Class and Guarenteeing many years of trouble free anchoring for thier 
owners, the GX series have become the new workhorse & standard in perfectly 
engineered anchoring systems at the right price. Featuring all Australian Made 
6mm 316 stainless and machined & anodized 6061 T-6 aluminium construction, 
“Real Italian” transmissions, triple sealed bearings, twin shaft bearing systems, 
machined slimline ‘fast change’ collars, & an all new emergency release as standard 
on all models. Motors are once again custom manufactured exclusively for LSM 
and are prerigged with twin leads for easy installation. From the company with 
so many Worlds First under its belt, we are proud to have created the first anchor 
winch motor with an IP68 rating (AS/NZS 60529). This silicon free, glue free, 
paint free design has been achieved utilizing the latest modern manufacturing 
techniques, right here in AU. Most importantly, GX Series winches are made to 
get wet! From small recreational boats to Commercial Vessels over 60ft, there 
is a GX Series winch just right for your boat and application. All backed by our 

famous 5 + Life Warranty
•Massive Pulling Power  •High Speed •Superior Corrosion Resistance  •All Machined 

Fittings •Marine Grade Outputs   •No Paint  •No Glue  •No Silicon Sealant          
•No Exposed Terminals  •Long Duty Cycle

Note* smaller winches can be used on much larger boats in shallow water 
or placid conditions. All GX Series Winches include USA Made Circuit Breaker, 
backing plate, anodised alloy switch panel with toggle, 400 amp solenoid, 6mm 

316S backing plate and SS fittings..
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The smallest GX series winch 
on offer, the GX1 packs high 
speed and unmatched torque 
in a micro frame. Thanks to 
the well oversized gearing 
(4 times the surface area of 
gearing in other 200mm drum 
winches) and 600W motor this 
micro unit can easily be fitted 
to boats to 6m for saltwater 
use and much larger for 
freshwater applications.
-  Smallest and most compact of the 

GX series
- Perfect for small anchor wells
- Boats to 6m
-Emergency Manual Release
-6mm 316SS plate construction
- Fully Sealed Motor and Gearbox

Performance, reliability & 
raw power in a compact 
frame design, the GX2 is the 
answer for most trailer boat 
fishermen. Thanks to the well 
oversized gearing and motor 
this unit can easily be fitted 
to boats to 8m for saltwater 
use and much larger for 
freshwater applications.
- Huge 1000W Motor
-  Perfect for wet wells and deck 

mounts
- Boats to 8m
- Fast Drop/Retrieval Rating
-6mm 316SS plate construction
- Fully Sealed Motor and Gearbox

Performance, reliability & 
raw power in a wide frame, 
the GX3 is the answer for 
large capacity trailer boat & 
commercial fishermen. Thanks 
to the well oversized gearing 
and motor this unit can easily 
be fitted to boats to 9m for 
saltwater use and much larger 
for freshwater applications.

- Huge 1250W Motor
-  Perfect for wet wells and deck 

mounts
- Boats to 9m
- Fast Drop/Retrieval Rating
-6mm 316SS Plate Construction
- Fully Sealed Motor and Gearbox
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gx series winches

The GX4 is the answer for large 
capacity trailer boat & commercial 
fishermen. This model has 
been created for XHD loads and 
structural integrity with a 37mm 
solid machined shaft, 8mm frame, 
and 25mm solid frame stiffener. 
Thanks to the well oversized 
gearing and
motor this unit can easily be fitted 
to boats to 12m for saltwater use 
and much larger for freshwater 
applications.
-  Huge 1500W (12V) or 2000W (24v) 

Motor
-  Perfect for wet wells and deck 

mounts
- Boats to 12m
- Fast Drop/Retrieval Rating
-  Sealed IP68 Motor and Oversized 

Gearbox
-8mm 316SS Plate Construction
- Emergency Manual Release

A Monster of a unit, the GX5 and 
previous LSM model equivalents 
were at one time the largest 
electric drum anchor winches 
produced! The GX5 is the 
answer for large capacity trailer 
boat & commercial fishermen. 
Unrivalled in structural design 
and holding power this model has 
been created for XHD loads and 
constant
abuse with a 37mm solid 
machined shaft, 8mm frame & 
flanges, and 25mm solid frame 
stiffener. Thanks to the well 
oversized gearing and motor this 
unit can easily be fitted to boats to 
15m+ for salt-water use and much 
larger for freshwater applications.

-  Huge 2000W (12V) or 2500W (24v) 
Motor

-    Perfect for wet wells and deck 
mounts

- Boats to 15m+
- Fast Drop/Retrieval Rating
-8mm 316SS Plate Construction
-  Sealed IP68 Motor and Well 

Oversized  Gearbox
- Emergency Manual Release

Originally designed and 
manufactured for the Pilot Boat 
Industry, some of the
toughest boats on the water, 
the GX6 is the largest standard 
production electric
drum anchor winch in the world. 
Boasting a massive 220mm gear-
set with holding
power to 11T, fast drop and 
retrieval speeds and stump 
pulling power this unit
is a favourite of many Pleasure 
Boat & Commercial Fishermen 
with boats to 60ft.
and more. 
- Huge 3250w 24v Motor
- Perfect for Deck Mounts
- Boats to 20m
- Fast Drop/Retrieval Rating
-  10mm 316SS Base & Flange 

Construction
- 55mm Solid 316SS Spool Shaft
-  Sealed IP68 Motor and Oversized 

Gearbox
-10mm 316SS Plate Construction
- Emergency Manual Release



elite series winches
Some operators just require more. More speed. High efficincy. Very heavy and 
frequent use, and tougher conditions. Enter the Elite. Simply the strongest, most 
durable electric Drum Style anchoring systems ever made and created for high 
volume Commercial Fishermen. The Elite Series boast two brand new features 
on any anchor winch. Brushless motor technology, and CNC machined billet 
aluminium transmissions (all models except Elite 6 & 7). These winches were 
designed to work hard, day after day and are right at home on a wave swept 
foredeck. The Elite has up to 30% more speed & up to 67% more sustained 
torque per stated motor output. Simply put, the ratings for the Elite motors 
are off the charts for drum anchor winch applications. Elite units are suited to 
the longest duty cycles for continuous use in deep drop situations. If you are a 
commercial operator who depends on anchoring in deep water for a living, and 
do so day after day, the Elite series is for you.
Functionality. Elite winches utilize self protecting dc motor controllers. In a 
nutshell these ‘smart’ controllers guarentee efficiency saving battery power, 
improve voltage output, and protect themselves and the winch motor from being 
damaged. These units draw a miserly 10-20 amps under no load. Variable speed 
is controlled at the helm via Japanese Made toggle switch. Simply push higher 
for more speed and lower for less. Brushless Technology means higher torque, 
less heat for longer duty cycles, and zero possible maintenance. Elite systems 
feature a soft start/stop system. They are a very fast and easy system to use.

•Brushless Technology  •Variable Speed from the Helm  •Massive Pulling Power  
•Superior Corrosion Resistance   •Long Duty Cycle  •Machined Billet Gearbox 

•High Volume Commercial Quality  •Low power draw under no load-Highly 
Efficint under load-High sustained torque.
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elite series winches

The best thing to do is correlate your boat size with the desired rope and chain capacity to suit 
your anchoring depth, see chart below. This will give you your ideal Elite Model. Note: hi-spec 
or dyneema style lines can be used to increase capacity on Elite winches.

How do i choose the right elite winch for me?

Elite 5Elite UnitElite 3

Variable Speed Switch Machined Billet Gear Box Emegency Manual Release



mmx Anchor

Fast Setting, High Holding Power, Reliability….
incarnate. Everything you could want in an 
anchor for most substrates is here. The MMX by 
LSM spent 16 months in development with the 
goal to tackle the worst in anchoring substrate, 
soft mud. The result is an anchor for any seabed, 
any boat, anywhere the MMX sets in inches and 
is designed to set fast and dig deep.

Featuring a lead free/hoop free design the MMX 
is Manufactured in Australia from High Tensile 
Steel Plate. Our Innovative retrieval slide drops 
all the way to the head for 170 degree retrieval 
in rock or reef. With a massive holding power to 
weight ratio, the MMX features minimum 8mm 
plate head construction (min. 10mm handle) for 
incredible strength, excellent balance, and 
displacement. Stabilizing wings and a folded 
drop tip design ensure excellent setting 
immediately and reduce the chance of the 
anchor breaking free in a tide change. Available 
in hot dipped gal or 316SS finish for boats to 
80ft.
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hammer claw anchor
Originally Designed by Peter Bruce the Bruce 
or “Claw” anchor has since been mass
produced by many casting firms around the 
world. Often these copies of copies of copies 
are far removed from the original 
specifications.

We decided to redesign this classic from toe to 
shank commissioning new moulds to include 
a finer entry on every point for better 
penetration in grass beds as well as a 
rebalanced overall feel. The standout feature 
on the LSM Hammer Claw is the new retrieval 
slide in the handle. The retrieval slide helps 
prevent anchor loss in rock and reef bottoms, 
simply drive over your anchor to remove the 
Hammer Claw form almost any substrate.

An affordable, fast setting option for most 
boaters and made for a large variety of 
substrate, Hammer Claw anchors are available 
in both galvanized and Stainless Steel finish; 
for boats to 60ft. Hammer Claw anchors 
feature a Lifetime Warranty against bending.
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cx series bow sprits
The CX range feature durable heavy gauge 316SS in a mirror like finish. With a wider opening 
than our SLR series, the CX range is suitable for almost any anchor and style. These are a 
static spirit with no hinge or moving parts and are favored by commercial fishermen and 
those who are seeking ultra-tough anchoring accessories, these spirits are meant to be used 
day in day out.

CX 315

CX 600 CX 750

CX 415
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Rollers are made in durable HD with a 10 year UV life. The bolts are 
custom machined 316SS with a sleek button finish, a much better 
look than nyloc nuts and hex head bolts. Extra bolts & rollers are 
available for easy customization.

CX series bow spirits are 100% Australian made with all extrusions, 
machining, stainless steel, and polishing in house in Australia.

Available in 5 sizes for boats to 60ft + and anchors to 50kg. Note Additional 
rollers and bolts are avaialble for customization. CX 900 Bow Sprtis (not 
shown) feature 6mm Plate construction and Machined SS Rollers. POA .

OEM’S
C u s t o m
L o g o ’ s

Available



SLR Series Bow Sprits feature a self launching hinge for the perfect drop everytime. Made from 
heavy guage 316SS plate and feature two replaceable nylon rollers. Suitable for anchors to 
25kg.

Suitable Anchors:
• Danforth  • Plough  • Sarca • Delta  • Manson  • Entire MMX Range

• Hammer Claw, Plough & Many more 

slr series bow sprits

SLR 315 SLR 415

SLR 730SLR 600
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wiring looms

1000 L

Every anchoring system has to be wired in to operate. LSM Australia loms are made using 
tinned marine grade Australian Made oxygen free cable, H/D tinned copper lugs and epoxy 
filled heatshrink.  The staff at Lone Star Marine are wiring loom specialists with many thousands 
of both generic and custom looms made for customers annually for every type of vessel.

Please see below for standard generic looms. Custom Looms can also be made for center 
console and other non-standard boat configurations. Your retailer will require the “L” lengths 
below before ordering. Note all LSM winches must be wired using the reccomended cable 
size as noted in the installation manual. Please specify for GX or Elite winch.

L1 - (Battery to Switch Panel)
-  Switch Panel mounting area of 100mm x 100mm. This should be located to the left or above 

the steering position.

L2 -    (Battery to Solenoid)
-  Solenoid can be mounted in a dry place anywhere between the Switch Panel and winch 

motor, but must be installed upright. Size is appr. 110x60x110. There will be four cables 
attached to the top.Under the dash or near winch motor is ideal.

L3 - (Switch Panel to Solenoid)

L4 - (Solenoid to Winch Motor)
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*Elite & Custom Looms for Centre Console boats etc. Please let your dealer know the L1-L4 measurements required.



rope & chain kit options
No “One Size Fits All’  for LSM rode kits! We offer our customers 14 possible standard 
combinations across 6 drum sizes. All rope kits are double braid nylon (except for DRCx100, 
this is high spec).  Connections are eye spliced and stitched for maximum strength. We supply 
8mm top shots with all 6mm rope kits for durability on the sea floor. Rope featured is batch 
tested for strength and consistency. All LSM rope and chain kits are assembled in house. LSM 
carry thousands of spools of rope and kilometers of chain in various guages at any given time. 
All chain is cut and kits assembled in house. Custom rope ancd chain kits are also availalbe .

* All LSM Rope and chain kits are packaged in house and include 316SS D-shackles.

Rope

Rope & Chain Kits
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fishing winch & pot puller
Manufactured in Australia to a Commercial Fishing Standard GXC units feature all 316SS & 
Marine Grade 6061 T6 Marine Grade Anodized Aluminium Construction. These combo units 
feature 32mm 316SS Solid Drive shafts suitable for extended heavy loads. Interchangeable 
heads and booms for deep drop fishing & pulling cray pots, lobster pots, or other fish trap 
devices up to 50kg. Motor and all Electrics are sealed to an IP68 rating. Units are sold as either 
Deep Drop Winches/Downriggers or Pot Haulers with conversion kits available. 
LSM have once again developed new 800W motors for these units specifically engineered for 
lower power consumption and longer duty cycles.  GXC kits break down in seconds for easy 
storage when not in use. External control box is conveniently located on the unit base just 
above the gunnel and features a non-momentary up down switch On/Off button. Each Unit 
comes with a XHD receiving base and outlet. 

Notes:  Conversion from pot puller to fishing winch is less than 3 minutes on the water once the 
unit has been set up. If you would a like a combo unit for dual use we recommend purchasing 
the DDW Fishing Winch then getting the Pot Puller Conversion Kit as this is the easiest way to 
set the winch up initially for dual use. Fibreglass boom for fishing applications is heavy duty. 
Expect 150mm of rod movement for 10kg of pressure. GXCF fishing winch model features 
a Patent Pending HD lever drag system capable of 50kg or more. Block clearance is 30mm, 
swivels and trace can be wound directly onto the drum.
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GXC Combo Units break down into 3 pieces for easy storage. Boom and mounting base are 
removable in seconds. Additional receivers are avaialable for multiple mounting positions.

*Have a Custom Application? Contact LSM for a custom solution.
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 spares & conversion kits
•  PP150/800 Conversion Kit: Converts the GXCF fishing winch into a pot puller. Includes SS 

Boom & Machined and Anodized Capstan, spacer and capstan keeper.

•  200/800 Spool: Spare spool for fishing winch. Run different line types or for multiple drop 
lines.

• GXC Receiving Base: for multiple mounting positions on your boat

• GXC outlet: Spare electrical outlet for multiple positions on the boat

Deep Drop Winch 200/800

Pot Puller 150/800



Quality bait and rigging stations can really improve your time on the water. LSM’s Fisherman 
series is a completely original design developed by fishermen, for fishermen. The bait stations 
feature a massive storage basin under the cutting lid capable of holding several large shark 
or dead skip baits or several large marlin lures. It is also an excellent faclity for thawing frozen 
bait on your way out.  There are two cup holders and a large tool facilty at the back of the 
bait board in both medium and large models.  The cutitng board sits in a 5mm recess keeping 
all the blood & guts on top which then feeds back down the storage basin underneath and 
through the drain keeping your rear deck clean! Cutting surface is durable 12mm HD.

The cutting surface is wide and clear of obstructions making it ideal for filletting your catch.
Mounting to the SS legs is underneath the cutting top and hidden from view. No unsightly bolt 
heads! Fisherman series baitboards are hand laid and strand mat constructed built for the 
riggers of heavy use and trolling game rods. Includes SS fittings.

lonestar production glassworks
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Fisherman series baitboards

Small Large

Why buy Chinese when you can buy Australian! Lone Star production glassworks was founded 
to provide high quality Australian Made bait boards at an affordable price through our dealer 
network. Located just a few km’s from our main factory, LSM production glassworks is staffed 
by LSM employees with the same eye for detail that our winches and accessories are known 
for.  All legs and bases, spreader bars & rod holders are Australian Made at LSM.

F 700 Delux

F 880 Works



legs & bases
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Extra 
Heavy 
Duty 

Construction

regal series baitboards
We realize that not every boatie is a hardcore fisho requiring the space and features the 
Fishermen series baitboard provides. Our Regal series is an asthetically pleasing baitboard 
in a thinner ovalic design that lends itself well to a variety of boats. The Regal series is still 
heavily constructed in hand laid and strand mat fibreglass and can take all the punishment a 
fisherman can throw its way yet still retains the classic styling suitable for cruising and leisure 
vessels. Mounting to the SS legs is through the top facia. The Regal also lends itself well to 
custom fabricated baitboard mounts. Cutting surface is durable 12mm HD. Inc. SS fittings.

R 880 Works

R 700 Delux



Product reviews
Andrew Horne-Proline Charters-Australia

If you haven’t got a Lone Star Winch then get one. I’ve got them on 2 big
charter boats (42 & 60ft.) and I can’t break em. They’re the best winch in Oz

and believe me, I replaced others with these.

Shaun Furtiere-Think Big Charters-Australia
These Winches are tougher than hessian undies! The products and company are just

amazing I’ve been running their winches & anchors for 4 years now and wouldn’t
consider another brand. Keep up the good work fellas!

Richard-California, USA
Finished my install on my new GX2 and gave it a test run today.. Wow!!couldn’t
be happier and amazed at how quiet the winch is when raising and dropping
anchor. I’m sure more sales will be coming your way from my area soon. (San
Francisco bay area). Big thanks to John at hammers marine here in the US for

your great service...what a team you guys have!

Goran-Victoria, Australia
Hey fellers. I bought one of these baby’s (MMX) in size 2 last week and finally

got to use it Saturday arvo in some pretty crap conditions. I moved 4 times and
and I can honestly say it hooked up straight away every time and didn’t move. I
kept my eye on the gps and zero movement. I also have the new lone star gx2

winch and also super happy.
Perfect match for the 560hh.

Steve-South Australia
Just had my first summer with a Lone Star anchor winch on my Stacer now rider.

It’s the best thing I’ve ever bought boat wise. Completely changed the day out.
I have a dodgy arm and always found pulling anchors very hard work but this

thing is amazing. Would recommend to any boatie.

Matthew-Victoria, Australia
A long time LSM customer, I observed 
an interaction between a customer 
and LSM
staff regarding their range. How many 
other manufacturers would advise a
customer NOT to buy one of their high 
end products because another more
affordable item they manufacture 
would do the job the person requires? 
Not many.
That sort of business ethics doesn’t 
just stop with their purchase
recommendations, it’s right 
throughout their business and is the 
reason I will
only ever buy and recommend 
Lonestar Marine products.


